Asian American, National Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander Heritage Quilt

Contribute a square to our Asian American, National Hawaiian, and Pacific Islander heritage themed community quilt! The finished quilt will be displayed in this library branch. Each square should show some part of AA.NH/PI heritage or culture. Here are some prompts for inspiration:

- What is something that symbolizes your AA.NH/PI heritage? (colors, traditions, festivals etc.)
- What kinds of food do you enjoy from AA.NH/PI culture? (Pho, samosas, ramen etc.)
- What kind of media derived from AA.NH/PI culture do you enjoy? (manga, K-pop etc.)

Examples:

- Where the Mountain Meets the Moon - Sakura blossoms - Himalayas, Anemone, Wild Pear, and Apricots

Decorate a square by cutting out and gluing fabric scraps, drawing with fabric markers, or a combination! Looking for more decorating materials? Visit the ideaLAB!